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Scholar details health care platforms
Faden notes signifcant moral differences between Democrats and Republicans
by Sara Lever ‘09

photo by M. Gold ‘10

Dr. Ruth Faden, an expert in the field of bioethics, spoke to
the Upper School about the presidential candidates‘ stances
on health care reform.

Prominent bioethicist Ruth
Faden, M.D., M.P.H., visited
March 5 as this year’s Resident Scholar. Author and editor of publications about bioethics and health policy, Faden
is currently the Philip Franklin
Wagley Professor of Biomedical Ethics at Johns Hopkins
Bloomberg School of Public
Health, the Executive Director
of Johns Hopkins Berman Institute of Public Health, and serves
as the Senior Research Scholar
at the Kennedy Institute of Ethics at Georgetown University.
Faden spoke to the Upper
School in assembly about the
presidential campaigns and
the platforms the candidates
hold on health insurance. Approaches to solving the healthcare problem differ between
parties. While McCain is interested in creating tax incentives,
Obama and Clinton strive for
universal healthcare by having
everyone under a group plan.
Faden explained that McCain believes that the healthcare
system needs to be changed to
incorporate with three fundamentals: everyone gets some

sort of tax break; individuals are
responsible for themselves; and
people have a choice of what
healthcare plan they receive.
McCain also believes that deregulating health care laws in
all states will lower all costs.
Obama and Clinton make
three different assumptions:
access to healthcare is a moral
obligation; medical care is too
vital to leave to chance; and universal healthcare is really about
getting Americans to a healthier
place. Throughout the assembly,
Faden discussed more specific
examples and used evidence
that people with health insurance are proven to live longer
and have an overall better life
than those without. The assembly finished with questions
from the audience, and Faden
then hosted smaller seminars.
In the first smaller session,
Faden discussed memory enhancing drugs and the moral
implication of their use and
distribution in today’s society.
Everett Rosenfeld ‘09 found
Faden’s smaller discussion on
biomedical enhancement particularly intriguing, “It was really
interesting,” said Rosenfeld,
“I’d never really considered

JV Girls capture championship from AACS
by Aaron Brant ‘08
They played in front of small
crowds. No painted chests. No
booming chants of “Defense.”
No assemblies to promote attendance. And although the Girl’s
Junior Varsity basketball team
had a pretty low-key season, the
Bruins were able to do one thing
that no other Park team has accomplished this school year: they
won a championship, proving
that the most important factors
for a team’s success are talent,
determination, and teamwork.
After a near-perfect season,
the Bruins entered the playoffs
with just one conference loss.
This loss came at the hands of
rival, Beth Tfiloh, who beat the
Bruins 49-47 on February 4. In
this match, the Bruins fell behind early and were not able to
overcome the Warriors’ tenacious defense. Bitter from the
defeat, the Bruins were looking
for nothing but revenge as they
hosted the Warriors in the semifinals February 11. The Bruins
made it very clear that they had
not played to their full potential
the week before. They manhandled the Warriors in every aspect
of the game, out-shooting, outrebounding, and out-hustling

their way to a 50-18 victory.
Park was led by forward Ariella
Brant ’11, with 10 points, 11
rebounds, point guard Autumn
Cohen ’11 with 10 points, nine
assists, and forward Ashley
Hohman ‘11 with 13 points.
“Our whole team was excited
that we had another chance to
show Beth Tfiloh that we could

beat them,” said Brant after the
game. “We all really wanted
this win and worked hard for it.”
After trouncing Beth Tfiloh,
Park faced Annapolis Area
Christian School (AACS) in the
C Conference championship
game. Park had beaten AACS
earlier in the season, and the team
was confident going into the fi-

nals February 13. Unfortunately
for both teams, Park’s electricity went out that afternoon, and
the matchup was rescheduled
for the following afternoon. The
team would have to wait one
more day for their shot at excellence, and when that shot came,
the Bruins would not disappoint.

some of the possible implications of pharmaceutical research being done right now.”
At lunch with a group of
student leaders Faden outlined
the responsibilities of a bioethicist and the appeal to major or minor in this field. In the
second seminar, Faden talked
about the human papiloma virus vaccine for prevention of
cervical cancer that is mandatory in some school districts.
Faden not only provided the
Upper School with a solid background in healthcare policy,
but also presented bioethics as
a field that incorporates both
morals and policy by putting
philosophy to a practical use.
Faden showed that the role of
a bioethicist is to present the
moral implications or the philosophy behind both sides.
In addition to working for
Hopkins and Georgetown,
Faden also researches HIV/
AIDS as well as issues on consent and childbearing. She has
chaired the President’s Advisory Committee concerning Human Radiation Experiments, and has done her own
personal research on stem
cells, and cellular engineering.
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A. Cohen ‘11 plays defense during the Girls’ JV championship game. The team won by 19
points and finished the season with an in-conference record of 12-1.
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Editorial
Different is not equal
The controversy over cheering at sporting events is in many ways a double edged
sword. On one hand it is important to make sure that fans are supporting their team, but on
the other hand, it is important not to be obnoxious to opposing teams, and opposing fans.
The first time the issue of raunchy cheering came to the forefront was at a Girls’
Varsity Basketball game early in the season. Many Park fans were being obnoxious
and cheering just as an opposing player was about to shoot a free throw. This led
Head Coach Kevin Coll to call a timeout, walk onto the court, and chastise the fans.
This issue was later settled in an assembly when Coll said that it
would be fine if fans cheered steadily while a player was shooting; but
it was sporadic cheering that got under his skin. Students must have
agreed since there was no more of that cheering for the rest of the season.
What really is at issue is what happened in the Girls’ Varsity playoffs.
Park hosted the semifinal game against Beth Tfiloh and the stands were as full
as they had been all season. Mid-way through the first quarter, Beth Tfiloh went
to the free throw line in what was a very close game. Many of the fans started
stomping their feet and yelling steadily, as prescribed by Coll, just trying to make
noise of any kind to distract the shooter. Almost immediately, a pack of parents and
other fans swarmed the cheering students, telling them off about how they were
bad sports, and threatening that if they didn’t shut up they would be kicked out.
Now that is what we have a problem with, and it’s not just the parents
who are the problem. In the Girls’championship game against Lutheran, the
Bruin faithful were loud as always. That is until the fourth quarter, when the
public address announcer informed fans that cheering during free throws
was prohibited by the IAAM. Really? The MIAA has no such rule.
Call us feminists, but shouldn’t cheering be the same at boys’ and girls’
games? For guys at every level from middle school through college, fans try to
make noise to distract the opposing foul shooter. At the Varsity level for either
sex, players should be able to focus well enough to block out crowd noise. What
kind of 19th century outlook on women’s sports is IAAM trying to exemplify in
its league? With girls’ and boys’ games subject to different spectator rules, our
women’s teams might as well have Lady Bruins written right across their chests.
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At least we’re enthusiastic!
Letters to the editors:

Print it, don’t hide from it
To the editors:
Let me start by saying that you’re
doing a great job—especially with
your coverage of the tragic loss of
Matt and Abby Young, something I
can only say I’m fortunate enough to
never have had to cover during my
time as editor-in-chief of The Postscript, both for the emotional and
journalistic challenge it presented. It
was a terrible event and you did a good
job helping to ease the impact and
providing a forum for dealing with it.
I’m writing, belatedly, in response
to Ken Greller’s November article on
Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad’s visit to Columbia University,
where I am currently in my third year.
I was on campus that day and watched
along with hundreds of my fellow students as the president of our university,
Lee Bollinger, confronted Ahmadinejad
on issues ranging from the treatment
of homosexuals in his country to his
“denial” of the Holocaust. I could write
a whole column on what I thought (we
at Columbia felt a variety of things that
day, and still do), but I think that time
has passed—instead, I’d like to congratulate the paper and Greller in particular
for an intelligent and well-executed

commentary on current events outside
the reach of Park School campus.
Are some of Ahmadinejad’s views
despicable? Certainly. Is his country a
potential threat to American and international security? Perhaps. Is he the
next Hitler? That’s a bit extreme—the
man is a marginal political figure in Iran
at best, and I’d say it’s a big step from
questioning the Holocaust, ridiculous
as that is, to actually committing one.
No matter what we think of him or
the positions he holds, he’s a world
leader, and as Greller put it, he’s currently an important one. And if he
is dangerous, the best thing we can
do—as intellectuals, as people, and
most importantly as Americans—is
to engage him. This, I believe, is the
point The Postscript brought to bear by
printing that article, and I think it was
an important one. It is a responsibility,
not an option, to confront those who
challenge our foundations, beliefs, and
way of life, and to do it first with words,
not with action. If only more people in
the mainstream media had the common
sense of a Park School sophomore.

--Peter Schamp
Class of 2005

Experience required
To the editors:
In your endorsement of Barack
Obama for president, you claim that
he is part of some new futuristic wave.
Obama has been a senator for three
years, and during this time has accomplished next to nothing. Although he
insists that he is running as a “fresh”
candidate, or as you describe him the
“candidate of the future,” you simply do

not put an inexperienced candidate in
charge of the most powerful nation on
earth on a whim. President of the United States is not a position that should
be given to some “hip” candidate on
a whim, but to someone who has a
record of lifetime accomplishments.
--Jesse Naiman
Class of 2007
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Habitat now expands
to political activism
by Mariama Eversley ‘10

photo courtesy Umbrella Corp.

The robotics team, Umbrella Corporation 1719, poses with
the ball that is involved in this year’s task. The team must
build a robot to knock this ball off a rack and then run around
a track while controlling it. The team’s competition is being
held this Saturday.

Robot named “Bronze
Bruin” goes for Gold
by Emma Gross ‘11
For 12 Park students and
many others, March 15 is a day
of high anticipation, representing half a year of hard work and
dedication. Park’s robotics team
will be participating in the For
Inspiration and Recognition of
Science and Technology (FIRST)
Robotics competition this Saturday. The team has worked
feverishly for six weeks to complete their robot for this regional
event. Saturday will be a major
step in making it to the national
competition in Atlanta, Georgia.
The Park team was born
when Melissa Schneider, a former Park parent, suggested the
idea after attending a Robotics
tournament. Schnieder set up
meetings with Mike McGill,
recruited a group of students,
secured outside mentors, and
then fundraised for the club.
Park’s team consists mostly
of Upper School and a few Middle School students. Each year,
more and more Park students
have gotten involved. The first
year, there were only about five
from Park along with six to eight
students from other schools. This
year’s team consists of 12 Park
students and two out-of-school
participants from Towson High.
For the first half of the year,
the team gets instruction on the
basics in robotics. Members
learn how to weld, construct,
design and strategize. After New
Year’s, the real robotics work
begins. “Every team member
puts in tons of time throughout
the weekends and days after
school,” said Bob Carter, Robotics team faculty adviser. The 14
students are assigned different
groups to work on the project.
There are four all together: the
device team, electrical team,
programming team, and the

drive train team. Overall, members are confident that their robot
will succeed in completing the
tasks. “We think it will do pretty
well,” said Paul Hobbs ‘08.
The tournament consists of
numerous requirements and
procedures. To enter, each team
must first give a down payment
of $6,000 from which FIRST
will supply the group with a kit
of parts. In early January, teams
are informed of the task their
robots must complete, and they
begin work from there. This
year’s task is to knock a ball off
of a rack and run around a track
with it. The main guidelines for
the construction of the robot are
the type of battery, motor, size,
and weight restrictions. As for
design, students must plan the robot, choose materials, construct
and prepare it for the competition. Park has volunteer mentors
from Johns Hopkins University,
among other places, who assist.
This year, the initial competition will be held March
15, at the United States Naval
Academy in Chesapeake, Maryland. Prior to this date, robots
must be completed and shipped
off to wait at the Academy. “I
think FIRST has done a great
job gearing the competition so
that everyone’s hard work is
appreciated,” said Carter. “It’s
not the objective to injure the
other robots to keep yours on
top; it’s really a very friendly
competition between teams.
The different students will
offer help to each other or spare
parts when needed.” Carter
described the overall event as
a “mix between a rock concert, and a sporting event,”
complete with tons of cheering and healthy competition.
This year’s robot is named the
“Bronze Bruin,” but the team
hopes to bring home the gold.

Park Habitat is taking on
new responsibilities as a group
dedicated to affordable housing. On Tuesday February 12,
Habitat leaders and faculty adviser, Julie Rogers, attended
the second annual Housing Day
at the state house in Annapolis to begin the larger process
of advocacy. Housing Day is
designed to help lawmakers
understand the importance of
the affordable housing shortage.
“We realized that building 10
houses in 10 years is good, but
only through political change
can you really make a difference,” said Rogers. Throughout
the day, they met with delegates
and senators to work towards
policy change and figure out
how the legislative system
works. Students who attended
exchanged and proposed ideas
throughout the day, but the main
focus was passing a bill that
could raise money for affordable
housing. The bill, “Interest On
Real Estate Trust Accounts,” or
IORETA, would raise money for
affordable housing. The IORETA
bill has already been instituted in
Connecticut and North Carolina.
In Maryland, when someone
buys a house, the down payment
goes into a holding account,
specifically called an escrow ac-

count. According to the Oxford
dictionary, an escrow account
is, “money, property, or a written bond, kept in the custody
of a third party until a specified
condition has been fulfilled.” If
the IORETA bill is passed, that
escrow account will become
interest bearing, and the interest will go towards a fund for
affordable housing. A similar
bill called IOLTA, Interest on
Lawyers Trust Accounts that
supports legal assistance to those
in need, has been passed in some
form in every state. In 2003, the
IOLTA bill produced $133.8
million. “We have models; we
just have to figure out the Maryland legislature,” said Rogers.
All meetings with delegates
and senators on Housing Day
proved to be helpful. “Our ideas
were well received,” said Julie
Rogers, “We got a lot of face
time.” With many meetings, they
gained the skills and ideas necessary to pass the bill, formed
counter arguments, and made
contacts. Soon, Habitat will
attempt to convince real estate
companies, banks, and landlords,
of the benefits of the IORETA
bill. Though money will be
raised for affordable housing,
banks will lose money as the
interest will not go to them,
and real estate companies will
have to fill out more paperwork.

Habitat is also planning to
align with organizations such
as Baltimore Schools for Baltimore (BSB), the Greater
Baltimore Board of Realtors
(GBBR) and other states to
further their community of supporters. Rogers is also planning
to use her position on the board
of Chesapeake Habitat for Humanity to rally Baltimore City
residents to take part in the
advocacy campaign. “Conversation must continue so we can
gain momentum,” Rogers said.
All of the attending students
were enthusiastic about the experience. “It was neat to see how
government works,” said Daniel
McGill ‘10. They also felt very
privileged. “It was probably one
of the best experiences I ever
had… it’s not something that
high school students get to do,”
said Jonathan Hettleman ’10.
Other attendees were Franny
McGill ’08, Tamara Perreault
’08, Claire Ellwanger ’08, Anna
Kleinsasser ’09, Nathaniel Colbert-Sangree ’09, Forrest Carroll
’10, Jen Chackman ’10, Josh
Potash ’11, and Blake Pruitt ’11.
Habitat has begun taking
steps to make broader changes
in affordable housing, and with
their plans in advocacy well under way, they are confident that
the bill will be passed and make
a difference in Baltimore City.

photo by B. Levin ‘08

The Honorable Robert M. Bell spoke to the Upper School in an assembly February 14. Judge
Bell has been Chief Justice of the Maryland Court of Appeals since 1996. Widely respected as
a gifted legal thinker, Judge Bell is administrative head of the entire Maryland Court system.
Visiting in honor of Black History Month, Judge Bell spoke about his experiences in the Civil
Rights movements and his connection to Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall.
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News
Mock Trial Math Dept. creates new curriculum;
racks up
phases in faculty-written textbooks
victories
by Jesse Orr ‘11

by Ariella Brant ‘11
Though it may not get much publicity,
Park’s Mock Trial team has always been
very successful. This year’s group is no
exception, having won all five of their
trials, and progressing to a high level
in the single-elimination tournament.
Amongst these wins are victories over
last year’s county champion, Owings
Mills, in the quarterfinals February 28,
and Pikesville in the Semifinals March
6. The next competition is the county
finals against Catonsville March 13.
In the eight years Park has fielded a
mock trial team, the group has gone to
county finals four times and the state
finals twice. “We have a nice team; they
work together really well,” said College Counselor and history teacher Tina
Forbush who coaches the activity. They
practice five days a week, going over
each part of the trial. In addition, all of
the team’s lawyers and witnesses spend
time on their own memorizing their opening statements, witness examinations,
closing arguments, and the witnesses’
affidavits. “We are willing to put in a lot
of time to be a good team,” said Mica
Fidler ’08, one of the team captains.
The trials are held in a real court house,
and the mood is serious as one team represents the prosecution and the other
poses as the defense. Each team comprises three lawyers and three witnesses.
Each year the team focuses on one case
for all trials during the season. This year’s
case involves a driver, Jessie Malloy, who
after pursuing a pickup truck that allegedly shot at him, is charged with aggressive
driving and failure to remain at the scene
of an accident. Fidler, Aaron Brant ’08,
and Captain Everett Rosenfeld ’09 play
the parts of the lawyers for both sides of
the case. Captain Julie Elias ’09, Helen
Goelet ’10, and Tanika Lynch ’11 play the
witnesses for the prosecution, while Laura Eidelman ’11, Georgi McCauley ’10,
and Jake Savage ’08 play the witnesses
for the defense. So far, Park School’s
mock trial team has performed well,
and they hope to continue their success.

photo by E. Rosenfeld ‘09

Mock Trial faculty adviser Tina
Forbush helps “Lawyer” A. Brant
prepare for their upcoming “trial.”

Freshmen and sophomores are the
first to experience Park’s newly developed math curriculum. After using
Contemporary Mathematics In Context
(CMIC) textbooks for many years, Upper School math teachers believed it
was time for a change. Although the
old books fit fairly well into Park’s
philosophy of emphasizing creative
thinking and process, the faculty still
felt that they needed to be replaced.
Students also complained about the
books, which were full of word problems
that were poorly written, unrealistic or
full of useless details. Many teachers
didn’t like them either, as the books were
somewhat “incomplete”. They did not
have enough algebra, and teachers had to
provide supplementary material as well.
To remedy the situation, the math faculty began creating a new Park textbook.
The plan really got off the ground in
summer 2006. That year, math teachers
participated in a summer grant program
(FACA) on the new curriculum. Every
math teacher constructed several lessons that would be integrated into the
textbook. When the dust settled, there
were more lessons than there were spaces.
Books were soon put together and the
program was in use for the class of 2010.
This class will be the first to experience
all the years of the new curriculum. Last
summer, another FACA was devoted to
writing tenth grade math textbooks, and
this summer there will be one to deter-

photo by T. DeMarco ‘08

Math Dept. members Anand Thakker, Arnaldo Cohen, Marshall Gordon, Tony
Asdourian, Bill Tabrisky, Tim Howell, and Mimi Cukier have implemented a new
curriculum for which they are writing the accompanying texts.

mine the content of eleventh grade texts.
These three years of the new curriculum
will give students a “solid background”
in mathematics, according to Tony Asdourian, Chair of the Math Department.
Differences between the new curriculum and the old one are noticeable
to many teachers. One prominent difference is the inclusion of more algebra.
Books are structured to meet Park’s
expectations and needs, and to give students three solid years of mathematics.
The key goal of the books is to give
students “habits of mind,” said Asdourian. These are ways of looking at
mathematics, such as identifying problems and using creativity, which are
important in the Park math education.

Since the new curriculum has been
implemented, major changes have taken
place. First of all, students complain less.
There are still the inevitable grumbles,
but students generally enjoy it more.
“They find the problems more interesting
and fun,” said Asdourian. “Previously,
the math curriculum was like studying
only scales in music, and not nearly
as fun. Students now like the curriculum and are inspired to ask questions
and learn much more on their own.”
While some tests being given are more
difficult than before, the math department
is finding that students perform better.
Overall, math teachers have reason to
believe that their new program has been
a success.

Students start site for used texts
by Isabelle Schein ‘11
Expensive, new textbooks are something almost everyone has to spend money
on as a new semester draws near. David
Roswell ‘09 and Jacob Rosse ‘09 decided
to design a strategy to change this. “ I got
mad going to different sites to find all the
different and expensive books I needed. It
was so frustrating that I decided that having a system like the one were are setting
up now might be a good idea,” said Rosse.
Rosse and Roswell plan to make a
website where Park middle and upper
school students, after they’re done with
their textbooks, can sell them to students
to use next year. On the website where
the books will be sold, there will be a
rating section. Students selling their old
textbooks will post the title of the book,
condition, contact information, ISBN,
title authorization, and their selling price.
“This way it’s like the real market. People
can set prices as high as they want, and
people will buy what they want at the price
which works best for them,” said Roswell.
“At first, the plan was to have a free
bookstore where people could just borrow
the books they needed for the semester
and then give them back afterwords. But
that plan didn’t seem like it would work
and we changed it to what it is now; a

photo by B. Althauser ‘09

Juniors J. Rosse and D. Roswell set up a way to recycle old textbooks.

password protected website run by the
Park community where students can buy
and sell their books to people they know,”
said Roswell. The website, although open
to the entire Park community to use, will
be monitored by Roswell and Rosse.
Many people are involved with this
plan, including parents, Tech Coordinator Kim Baylis, and the Parents’
Association. They all believe it to be a
great idea that will help students when
it’s time to buy new textbooks again.
“The website will only work if people
use it. It won’t work if there aren’t any

books to sell,” said Rosse. “Also, this
idea is good for the environment and
you don’t have to buy something from
across the country,” added Roswell.
Instead of buying books next year
from an expensive website or adding to
the pile of no longer needed textbooks,
students will be able to buy for less
from friends, and will also give them
the chance to make some money. The
website should be up after registration
for next year’s classes. There will be a
link under “Upper School Academics”
on the Park website to find the page.

Commentary
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Who knew four minutes of silence was so beautiful?
by Ken Greller ‘10
Assemblies at the Park School are a
hit or miss affair, and over the course
of this particular scholastic year we’ve
had some real home-runs (Cornell Rubino, Peter Treadway’s exploration of
“Chicken”) and just a few strike-outs (Oh,
really? We’ve polluted the atmosphere
beyond repair and we don’t recycle
enough? I had no idea.) And, faithfully,
this year the same as last year, we got
to experience another taste of “Modern
Art” as one, big, Upper School family.
On Wednesday, February 27 Dan
Schwait ‘08, accompanied by Ben
Guo ’08, Molly O’Keefe ’08, Howard Berkowitz, Daniel Jacoby, and
Adele Dinnerstein, took the stage by
storm for a rock ‘em-sock ‘em 75 minutes of contemporary classical music.
These kids know how to rock ‘n roll.
If nothing else, Schwait understands
theatrics, which sadly can’t be said for
everyone who graces the Meyerhoff stage
every Monday and Wednesday. The affair
went swimmingly enough, as the merry
band of musicians and theorists traversed
what seemed like the entirety of the classical musical spectrum. Their pieces ranged
from European composers of the late 19th
century, to a former Park student, Phillip
Glass (who composed the scores for such

films as Notes on a Scandal, The Illusionist, and The Hours). We would be lying to
ourselves to say this is a topic that interests the entire student body, or any student
body, or any audience of 300 that is held
captive in a theatre with little say in the
matter. Regardless, it was a respectable,
enjoyable occasion, with many musical works, all of which were performed
very well by the superb talents on stage.
The primary thing the troupe got right,
however, was format. They understood
the fact that there is a performance element to an assembly. It is something that
is meant to be watched, it should come
across as just a bit theatrical, if we want
to ensure that people won’t fall asleep.
The highlight of the morning came
in the final four minutes and thirty-three
seconds, in which all involved gave a
rousing performance of composer John
Cage’s postmodern masterpiece, 4’33”.
Cage’s piece is a 1952 composition in
which the performer is to make no noise
whatsoever for exactly four minutes and
thirty-three seconds. And, as it did in
its original performance in Woodstock,
New York, the piece caused confusion
and even some minimal outrage amongst
Park School students. If there’s one thing
that really grinds our collective gears, it
would seem to be this whole “modern
art” thing. In virtually no time at all, stu-

photo by S.Weintraub

Seniors Ben Guo and Dan Schwait know how to put on a show. Their recent
assembly focused on contemporary classical music and featured 4’33”, a postmodern masterpiece by John Cage.

dents began talking amongst themselves,
shouting out, and even gave the piece a
premature round of applause in hopes of
bringing it to a close, proof that our students really don’t like to be screwed with.
And for that, a Park School assembly may be the perfect place for Cage’s
“opus.” What Mr. Cage is trying to tell us
through a piece like 4’33” is something
both beautiful and mind-boggling- that
in no case can we ever experience true
silence. So, if this piece were to be
performed in front of an older crowd of

so-called “sophisticates,” who would sit
quietly in awe of what Mr. Cage is accomplishing, you would, as he said, at
least “hear the beating of your own heart.”
But instead, we heard something
much more fascinating - uproar. We
heard exactly what 4’33” is about- the
audience’s reaction to it. This was far
from “just more assembly crap,” but a
much greater, and not at all negative,
statement about ourselves and our relationship with the arts. To all involved,
it was a job exquisitely well done.

Time we start acting like the classy school we are
Poor cheering etiquette has made it embarassing to attend important basketball games this winter
by Elliott Huntsman, US Science
As a Park sports fan, I had two opposite experiences recently. On one hand, I
couldn’t have been prouder of our basketball teams, who played hard throughout
the playoffs and represented Park well
in both victory and defeat. On the other,
in several of the games I attended, I
couldn’t have been more embarrassed to
be sitting in the same section as many of
our fans. Particularly from the student
section, we loudly and rudely proclaimed
ourselves unsportsmanlike and ignorant
of the game. At the girls’ championship
game, we were those fans: the fans who
needed a reminder of sportsmanship
from the announcer, the fans who acted
like babies by sarcastically hissing during foul shots, the fans who everyone
else was glad to see shut up. When I
go to soccer games and have to stand

next to other schools’ obnoxious parents
screaming about every call, it makes me
love sports a little less. If you care about
our reputation in the league, try these:
Cheer, don’t jeer:
Stop being jerks—cheer for our players
rather than talking smack. Real players
don’t have to talk to show how good they
are, and nothing silences a rude crowd
or a jabbering opponent like coldly and
efficiently crushing the other team. Why
not chant, “Lu-cie Wein-berg” rather than
“You can’t stop her”? (Especially in the
3rd quarter—game’s not over yet.) Good
college basketball fans on TV chant way
more cheers than taunts. Watch a few
college games to pick up other cheers
for spelling out Park and such—I suspect
part of the reason some people switch to
the catty cheers is because the only other

one they know is “D-D-D, Defense.”
Sub-point: chants like “scoreboard” and “bulls***” are generally
pretty classless, but if you’re going to
use them, know what you’re doing.
“Scoreboard” shouldn’t be used in any
situation where you could still lose the
game, or you look like the fool you are.
Learn the rules:
If you’re going to boo the referees,
learn the basic rules. It’s not a foul every
time one of our players hits the ground;
screens and picks are perfectly legal,
despite how painful they might look
when you don’t see them coming. If it’s
a clean call, keep your mouth shut; the
only thing worse than being rude fans is
being rude and dumb. Also, the refs both
know more than you and are closer to the
action, so don’t assume they’re wrong. If

you boo them all the time, they’ll ignore
you or get angry; if you only get on them
when calls are clearly being missed, it’s
more likely to make them think about it.
It’s not about you:
Repeat after me: “I am not the center of
attention.” The players are the ones who
matter; you should not be distracting them
by chanting rude things, random students’
names, someone’s boyfriend or girlfriend,
or whatever. The point of cheering is
to get the team to play better, not to announce how clever or snarky you can be.
Just be there for the game. Scream
for our team if they win; applaud
for the opponents if it’s them. Park
School is full of excellent athletes
and considerate, passionate people—
let that be how others remember us.

photo T. DeMarco ‘08

Seniors J. Savage, E. Dembert, B. Goldstein, A. Brant, J. Searson, J. Irwin and D. Tsemach ‘10 were regular body-painters for this past basketball season’s
biggest games. Behind them is the rest of the Bruins’ cheering section at Villa Julie College for the Girls’ Varsity championship game February 17.
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The Times betrays reader-newspaper relationship
by Ethan Haswell ‘09
The New York Times featured
a front page article (above the
fold, which is different from
below the fold) that essentially
accused Republican nominee
and presidential hopeful Senator
John McCain of having an affair
with a lobbyist in the time leading up to his 2000 presidential
campaign. The Times will argue
that everything was true, and
they would probably be correct.
However, the conclusions that
the article hinted at, in no uncertain terms, are certainly not based
on fact. The writer of the article
certainly had an agenda, and The
Times should be rightly ashamed
not only for unfairly sullying
Mr. McCain’s reputation, but
also for breaking the trust between newspaper and reader.
The article is based on the
suspicions of a few McCain
advisors. There is no hard evidence in this article that suggests
that McCain had any inappropriate relations with the lobbyist.
The Times does not say that
there are any facts to support
the suspicion. In fact, they quote
several McCain advisors who

Chuck Kennedy / MCT

Republican Presidential nominee John McCain walks with President Bush. McCain has been
accused of having an affair with a lobbyist prior to his 2000 presidential election.

say that the relationship was
completely professional. However, it is impossible to read
the article without thinking that
McCain had an affair. This is
the deception that The Times
engaged in: to unfairly weight
a few suspicions to lead the

reader to the desired conclusion.
The trust between a reader
and a newspaper is broken when
the reader suspects the author
had an agenda when writing an
article. The only reason we trust
the facts in news articles is that
we believe the papers do not

have opinions and that they report only what happened. When
an article expresses an opinion
the reader can no longer trust
that every fact that pertains to the
issue will be correct, or that the
paper will accurately represent
all sides of an issue so the reader

can judge for him or herself.
But all of this acts to disguise the real issue. Whether or
not Mr. McCain has had inappropriate relationships with a
lobbyist or whether or not he
has fought to get them what
they want at times, his campaign finance reform bill would
cripple the political lobbies.
Any infidelities he might have
had are unimportant, because
they never distort his policies
of reforming financing, helping
veterans, and strongly supporting national security initiatives.
President Clinton was a political genius before his highly
publicized affair (one Clinton
advisor has said that above all
Clinton had a thirst for knowledge), and he was still a genius
afterwards. The same is true
of. McCain. If he actually did
have an affair, and there is no
proof that he did, his policies
still reach out to both the Republicans and the Democrats
to support initiatives that we
can all agree with. Americans
might need to remember which
is more important in a political candidate: personal life, or
political skills and convictions.

Tour shows roots of Civil Rights movement
by Rachael Shapiro ‘10
This year during Immersion
Week, seven Park students, including myself, traveled south
for the fifth Annual Civil Rights
Trip. We were joined by seven
students from both Baltimore
City College High School,
and the Kids on the Hill afterschool program. Beginning in
Atlanta, Georgia and finishing
in Memphis, Tennessee, we
spent six days following the path
of the Civil Rights Movement.

The idea of having a Civil
Rights Trip was formed almost
seven years ago after faculty
members Traci Wright and Carol
Kinne and several Park students
attended the National Association
of Independent School’s People
of Color Conference. While
there, students expressed a desire for other students to have the
opportunity to travel and learn.
Inspired by these comments, the two teachers
visited museums and famous
landmarks, and piece by piece

assembled a Civil Rights Tour.
This year, participants visited
the Rosa Parks Museum, the
Southern Poverty Law Center, the Civil Rights Institute,
Spelman and Morehouse
Colleges, the Slavehaven/Underground Railroad Museum,
and the Lorraine Motel, the
site of Dr. King’s assassination.
The participants of the trip
also had the opportunity to meet
a number of people who were
influential to the Civil Rights
Movement, including Con-

photo courtesy R. Shapiro

Students from Park, City College High School, and Kids on the Hill after-school program participated in a six-day Civil Rights tour covering Alabama, Georgia and Tennessee. The fifth
annual excursion studying the Civil Rights Movement took place during Immersion Week.

gressman John Lewis, Freedom
Rider Catherine Burks Brooks,
and Chris McNair, the father
of Denise McNair, one of the
four little girls killed in the 16th
Street Baptist Church bombing.
Visiting all of these historic landmarks from the Civil
Rights Movement was an incredible experience. I learned so
much, and was greatly inspired by the places we visited.
One of my favorite stops on
the trip was the Southern Poverty Law Center in Montgomery,
Alabama. The Center tracks hate
groups in the United States and
is internationally-known for its
intolerance education programs.
At the Center, we saw two very
powerful exhibits. The first
highlighted those people who
sacrificed their lives during the
Civil Rights Movement. It was
upsetting to see how many unknown but still important people
had been lost in the struggle.
The second exhibit was dedicated to contemporary social
justice issues including a display of hate crimes committed
in the United States. Visiting
the center was an eye-opening
experience, and I left committed
to sharing what I had learned
with as many people as possible.
Despite being utterly exhausted, every night on the
trip we gathered to write in our
journals and discuss what we
had seen that day. It was always
interesting to hear how different
people had experienced and been

affected by different places. For
example, after visiting Kelly
Ingram Park, where police used
fire hoses and attack dogs to
subdue peacefully marching
children, we were asked what we
would have done if we had been
children at that time. Some said
they would have marched, while
others admitted that they might
not have been brave enough.
On another night, the discussion became livelier as we talked
about whether it was acceptable
to make jokes about another
person’s race, religion, sexual
orientation, medical condition,
etc. Constantly being challenged
to “step out of our comfort
zones” allowed us to connect
with the other kids, and in the
end, we were rewarded with
some amazing new friendships.
The Civil Rights Trip made a
lasting impression on each of the
students who participated. We
saw up-close and in-depth the
injustice that the African-American community has faced in our
country, as well as the inequality
that has plagued, and continues
to plague, so many people today.
We left with a much better
understanding of the events of
the Civil Rights Movement and
a greater, more wide sweeping
awareness of the social injustices yet to be solved. We came
away from the tour committed to sharing our knowledge,
speaking out against discrimination, and trying to make a
difference in any way we can.
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Compelling cast shines in Hot L Baltimore
by Kat Whitney ‘08
It’s early in the 1970’s, and the Hotel Baltimore is fated for destruction.
The scene: a seedy and rundown hotel
lounge, the front desk, and the tarnished
staircase. In this play written by Lanford Wilson, the residents of the hotel,
both young and old, defiant and cranky,
interact with each other over the course
of one day. The conversations flow and
overlap musically, forcing the audience
to pay close attention to what is going on.
The residents of the hotel are a motley
collection of misfits from the streets of
Baltimore. The prostitutes April (Molly
O’Keefe ‘08) and Suzy (Jane Eisner
‘08) are boisterous, cracking jokes and
making only partially subtle sexual
innuendos. The energetic Mr. Morse
(Jeremy Greller ‘10) is as cranky as he
is old, throwing small hissy-fits every
chance he gets. Millie (Elinor Hickey
‘08) is a retired waitress with a sense of
elegance about her and a fondness for the
spiritual. Brother and sister Jaime and
Jackie (Geoff Little ‘10, Sam Zerhusen
‘08) are desperately trying to get out of
town, intent on the West and a better
life. The exuberant Call Girl, occasionally called Martha, (Franny McGill ‘08)
is curious and young, craving attention.
The drama in the play comes from
the events in the characters lives. Their
conversations alert the audience to their
hopes and dreams, aspirations and fears.
From the connection between the night

photos by S. Bishop

G. Little ‘10, F. McGill ‘08, and Jeremy Johnston ‘11 play checkers in the lobby of the Hotel Baltimore while
E. Hicky ‘08 and M. O’Keefe ‘08 watch. At right, P. Treadway ‘08 answers the phone of the hotel.

clerk Bill (Peter Treadway ‘08) and Martha, to the painful search for a missing
grandfather by his grandson Paul (Ben
Redgrave ‘10), the characters lives are
sad and happy at the same time. There
is hope for the future and a reservation
about what is going on in the present. For
me, the play doesn’t really have a “plot,”
that is, there is no real conclusion at the
end of the show. Instead, the snapshot
of life at the doomed hotel is conclusion
enough. The spirited mosaic of people

fully takes shape over the course of
the play, fleshed out and showing what
each character is -or desires- to be.
As I saw it, the best part about the
entire production was the acting. It’s
amazing to see people who you go to
school with and interact with every single
day fully transformed into their characters. The script seemed quite difficult to
time perfectly, with many overlaps and
quick changes in the focus of conversation. However, the cast did an excellent

job with lines, everything was delivered
with confidence. When a member of the
audience can watch a production and
completely forget about the real identities
of the people seen on stage, I consider
that a complete success. The level of
professionalism shown by the actors and
actresses is a tribute to their dedication
for their work. Even though this was a
high school play, every member of the
cast fully delivered a seamless performance that was truly a joy to watch.

Maps exhibit, senior shows impress
by Kat Whitney ‘08
Part 1
“Where are we?” This question, most
often asked by people who are lost, is one
of the many excellent reasons to pull out
a map and pinpoint your location. With
a map, one can find out not only where
you are, but see topography, population,
demographics, and more. There really
is no end to what maps can show us.
Currently in the gallery, a selection of maps shows us just how many
uses they have. The maps are studies
of color, space, shapes, families, and
mystical worlds. For some, the maps
provide a window into the very secret
thoughts and goings-on in their minds.
To be honest, I had very low expectations for this show. I mean, maps? What
could possibly be so interesting about
a map? Most people, if they wanted to
look at a map, would search no further
than the GPS system in their car. Or,
if you are like me and still rely on paper, the back pocket of your front seat.
This is what made the show so surprising; these maps are actually works
of art, showcasing many more styles and
different forms of talent than I thought
would be possible. Seeming purposeless blocks of color make up the maps
for artist Lordy Rodriguez, until you

step back and realize that it’s actually
a lake, or some other geographical feature. For Park Alum Josh Dorman ‘84,
his work seems to be intent on mystifying and drawing us closer. There is so
much detail in each of his pieces it is
near impossible to take it all in. Entire
worlds are present, each with multiple
layers and intriguing color schemes. His
paintings are breathtaking, making me
wonder how he possibly could have created some of the effects shown in his work.
My personal favorites are the pieces
done by local D.C. artist Karey Kessler.
She maps out her own thoughts and working of her mind, allowing us a closer look

Ceramic by Ben Carver ‘08

into her brain. It is a surreal experience.
Splashes of ethereal color, potentially
random marks on paper, words that trail
around and say such things as “we don’t
know where we are going,” “hidden
desire,” and “imperfect garden.” The
closest way I can explain how I feel
looking at her work is this: If you, the
reader, are familiar with the band The
Books, (if you are not, consider this
your musical education for the day and
go buy their albums right now), imagine what their music sounds like. Then,
transfer that sound into pictures, shapes,
and colors mixed with the snatches of
voices that make up the lyrics for their
songs. Kessler’s work is, for me, a paper
representation of what the The Books do
in music. It makes perfect sense to me...
So if you haven’t checked out
the gallery yet and seen the show,
you might want to take the time to
do just that. It’s worth it, I promise.
Part Two- Seniors!
As mentioned previously, The question
“Where are we, where are we going?”
is a pertinent one. Senior Shows aim to
give a glimpse into where your beloved
seniors stand in the process of art making. This is our chance to show everyone
what we’ve been focusing on, what we

have succeeded in, and where we potentially are going. It gives everyone a little
glance into the future to where we all
might end up. As shows are still going
on, I won’t speak about particular artists or their work. Needless to say, this
year’s Seniors are a talented bunch and
their work definitely merits a closer look .
The only thing left to say is to extend a
challenge to the current Juniors: Bring it on!

Oil painting by Jamie Matz
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Anand Wilder ‘00 (left) and Chris Keating ‘00 (second from left) formed Yeasayer. The band is currently touring Europe following an appearance on Late Night with Conan O’Brien.

Yeasayer features two grads, gains international success
by Michael Gold ‘10
Park has a knack for graduating experimental musicians,
such as Guy Blakesee ’99 (a.k.a.
Entrance) and the group Animal Collective (Josh Dibb ’96,
David Portner ‘97, and Brian
Weitz ‘97). Yeasayer is an up
and coming experimental group
that features two Park graduates
on its roster, Anand Wilder ‘00
(guitarist and vocalist) and Chris
Keating ‘00 (vocalist). The other
two members of Yeasayer are
from Brooklyn. Anand’s mother,
Rani, is a first grade teacher at
Park, and Chris’s stepfather,
Terry Lansburgh, teaches photography in the Upper School.
Yeasayer is a unique band that
combines anything and everything to make a sound all of its

own. When asked about Yeasayer’s musical influences, Anand
said, “We’ve been inspired by
everything from the Beatles
to Wu Tang Clan to Kylie Minogue. Our method of operation
is to just rip off as many genres
as possible and try to make a
new sound by combining all of
our loves and influences.” Although that description may be
vague, no words can do justice
to the distinctiveness of Yeasayer’s sound, and that uniqueness
is just what they strive for.
“I don’t want to be another
garage rock band out of Brooklyn, New York,” Anand said.
In upper school, both Anand
and Chris were in a band called
Sick Transit. Anand was a member of Vocal Chords and Park
Singers during all four years
of his high school career, while

Chris was a member of each for
two years. Anand also took formal cello lessons from the age
of four, and learned to play the
guitar informally from friends.
Chris is also a visual artist and
designed the cover for Yeasayer’s debut album, All Hour
Cymbals. “They each bring
a different sensibility to the
creative process, and the result
so often has merit,” said Park
music teacher and Vocal Chords
faculty advisor, Paul Hulleberg.
When Anand and Chris graduated in 2000, the Wyman Arts
Center did not yet exist. Returning to the school after the
recording studio had been built,
Anand realized how proud he
is of Park. “I think it’s amazing,” he said. “I’m so, so glad
that Park is focusing on its arts
program when other schools

are cutting down on theirs.”
Although Chris and Anand
went separate ways once leaving
Park, they remained in contact.
Chris majored in film at the
Rhode Island School of Design
and Anand majored in American History, while also taking
film courses at the University
of Pennsylvania. After graduating, Anand worked in Baltimore
writing a musical about coalminers. Chris, after graduating from
RISD, was doing solo performances in New York and invited
Anand to come to one of his
shows. After going through multiple band members, they settled
with Anand’s cousin Ira Wolf
Tuton to play bass, and Luke
Fasano on the drums. In 2006
they put up a MySpace page to
get publicity for their newly established band. Within the next

couple months, they got a record
deal with Monitor Records. They
toured in the Midwest and in
Europe before releasing their
first album, All Hour Cymbals
under the sub-label “We Are
Free” in October of 2007. As
of now, they have sold over
10,000 units and have had great
success with the album. They
recently finished touring in the
U.S., ending with a performance
on ‘Late Night with Conan
O’Brien’. They are now going
overseas to tour for a month.
“It’s so wonderful to see
[Chris and Anand] starting to
enjoy some success, though it’s
not totally surprising,” Hulleberg said. “If you haven’t heard
Yeasayer yet, you should check
out their MySpace page, listen to their songs, and then
buy the album if you’re a fan.”

Guitar Hero III provides exciting entertainment
by Jeremy Golden ‘08
When Slash, the lead guitarist
of the famed band Guns n’ Roses
challenges you to a guitar duel
on a stage, in front of 20,000
screaming people, you have one
of three options. You could wuss
out. You could suck, miss all
the notes and get booed off the
stage. Or you could kick his butt
and force him to play rhythm
guitar for your encore song.
In Guitar Hero III, Legends
of Rock, released October 2007,
you have to accomplish the
third to fully beat the game. But
don’t worry, it’s not as hard as it
sounds. In the main part of the
game, career mode, you—the
guitar hero—join a small, garage
band and work your way up the
musical food chain, starting out
playing gigs at your house, then
getting more and more famous
as you move from bars to mu-

sic videos all the way to mega
domes. At different points in
the game, you must solo battle
against famous guitarists such
as Tom Morello, Slash, and
lastly the Devil himself. For a
game based mainly around music, the graphics (at least on the
PS3 version), are exceptional.
There are four different tiers
of difficulty: easy, medium, hard
and expert. Easy and medium
are pretty easy to learn, hard can
be beaten with a little bit of effort, but if hard can be compared
to a sweet tempered 12 year old
girl, then expert is a steroid-enhanced high school dropout who
doesn’t like filtered cigarettes.
The game is played with a
wireless controller shaped like
a Les Paul guitar, however it
does not have six strings and
20-21 frets. Instead, it has five
colored buttons. As you’re playing a song, circular bumps will

appear on a moving conveyor
belt (which is moving closer
and closer to you), and as they
fall into color coded circles at
the bottom of the screen, you
press the corresponding button on the guitar and hit the
“strum bar,” where you’d be
strumming on a real guitar.
One of the best aspects of
Guitar Hero is the huge spectrum of songs that you can play.

Many of the classics appear in
your programs such as “Paint
it Black” by Rolling Stones,
and “La Grange” by ZZ Top,
while dozens of newer songs
also take up space, like “When
You Were Young” by The Killers. Although there are only 42
songs that you can play while
going through your “career,”
the game features over 60 total
songs, many with crazy solos

photo courtesy 360xtreme.files.wordpress.com

that leave your fingers aching.
Although many of the
songs are brutal, nothing compares to the final song you
acquire, “Through the Fire and
the Flames” by Dragonforce.
This piece is the illegitimate
child of a Metallica solo and a
Tenacious D piece. For over
seven minutes, you have to
play long, exhausting solos
with musical breaks few and far
between. I personally beat this
song on hard, but failed it 1%
of the way through on expert.
Overall, Guitar Hero III is
an extremely fun game that can
be played by almost anyone. If
you like music but aren’t satisfied with just listening to artists
or playing the songs by yourself
in real life, then you—and a
friend, if you want—can get
the experience of playing with
a real band in front of a crowd
and rock away. I give it a 9/10.
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The Wire finishes on an overall low-note
by Eva Zenilman ‘09
This past Sunday, March 9,
HBO aired the final episode of
The Wire. In just 60 episodes,
writers Ed Burns and David
Simon have exposed the reality of the world of inner city
drugs and politics in a most
compelling way. But, season
five, the final season, has not
fulfilled expectations and will
not leave a lasting impression
quite like the other seasons have.
Launched in 2002, The Wire
begins by focusing on two separate organizations in Baltimore
City—the police department
and the drug dealers who run
the street corners. By the end
of the season, the two organizations are meshed as detectives
set off to destroy the Barksdale
crew—the drug organization that
had been ruling West Baltimore.
Each season, Burns and Simon added a new aspect of the
city to the plot. In the second
season, they highlighted conflict
on the docks with shipments of
drugs into East Baltimore. Politics dominated the third season,
introducing inspired councilman
Carcetti who eventually becomes
mayor of Baltimore City. The
devastating condition of the Baltimore City school system grabs
focus in the fourth season where
we follow four eighth graders,
all of whose lives drastically
change throughout the season.
The layers in The Wire
show how everything in the
city is connected. Drugs significantly affect more than just
street corners, and The Wire,
in the past at least, has dug
deep to show these connections.
The fifth season begins a year
later with unfinished business
from the fourth—the 22 dead
bodies found in vacant houses
and with every penny in the city
government going towards the
school system to rid it of its $54

million deficit. Marlo Stanfield,
the drug dealer who claimed
his territory as the Barksdale
crew reached their final days,
and his people are responsible for those 22 dead bodies.
The new theme—the media
and The Baltimore Sun--is also
introduced in the first episode.
The Sun staff includes city editor
Gus Haynes, a cynical Baltimorean, and defensive reporter Scott
Templeton. The Chicago Tribune
has taken over The Sun, and
this heralds the beginning
of the Baltimore paper’s
destruction. From the
start, it was easy to tell
that Templeton was unreliable, but with the
backing of The
Tribune editors
in Baltimore,
conflict arises between
Haynes and
the reporter.
When Mayor Carcetti
practically dispatches the police department budget, the
department is stripped of its
capabilities. Police cars are in
disrepair, overtime has vanished,
and the department must abandon the detail that was trying to
charge Marlo Stanfield for the 22
dead bodies. McNulty, a rebellious detective who had softened
in the fourth season, becomes
enraged at the situation and starts
to change murder scenes, thus
creating a fake serial killer. He
wants this serial killer to scare
the public so the city government
will return funding to the police;
and what better way to achieve
this affect than to publish the
false, but shocking story, on the
front page of the newspaper.
While McNulty is struggling
to regain the police department’s resources and interest,
Marlo Stanfield is well on his
way to expansion. He now controls most of the blocks in East

and West Baltimore and has
a callous entourage—Chris,
Snoop, and Michael, one of
the eighth graders from the
fourth season. The “co-op” of
drug dealers in Baltimore diminishes as Stanfield forms a
monopoly, and McNulty has
more drive than ever to catch him.
The Baltimore Sun’s frontpage story covering McNulty’s
case is the only connection between the media and streets.
In previous seasons, the
school system, docks,
and city government
are all clearly affected
by drugs. In season four,
especially, we see how
the drug business direct-

on Ed Burns’s real experiences
as a schoolteacher, was one of
the main storylines in the fourth
season and was undoubtedly
related to the drug component
of the show. In this season, the
main focus in the media element
is Templeton and his flimsy reporting, which does not tie in to
the rest of the city.
The media is an
empty layer,
and it seems
redundant
and unimportant to

ly affects students, influencing
their family lives and behavior
in school. Colvin’s corner kids
experiment, which was based

t h e r e s t o f t h e s h o w.
There is also a rush to end the
show and kill everyone off. Deception is a major theme in this

season, and it overflows: McNulty’s case, the battle between
Prop Joe and Marlo, Templeton’s
articles, and internal conflicts
among police officers and
among drug companions. Audience attachment to characters
in all previous seasons is gone.
Newspaper characters have unimportant roles in comparison
to what is happening in the rest
of the city, and they are removed
from the audience. When the
Baltimore Sun setting comes up
on screen, I find myself eager to
go back to the streets where the
rest of the story on The Wire lies.
Although dry in some areas, this season has produced
plenty of shocking moments, as
well as some humorous ones,
too. When McNulty goes to
Washington D.C. to profile his
serial killer, the FBI presents
the serial killer as a man who
has difficulty with commitment
and addiction—the exact description of Detective McNulty.
Despite its flaws, I am still
a huge fan of The Wire and
wouldn’t have missed a minute.

photos couresty hbo.com

Top: Dectectives McNulty and Bunk listen to orders. Above: McNulty questions people on the
street. The Wire’s final episode aired March 9, ending a five-season run on HBO.

Musical variety in Goldsoundz pleases critics
Newcomers and veterans alike make February 29 Goldsoundz night to remember
by Michael Gold ‘10
After being postponed once,
Goldsoundz was back with a
vengeance on Friday, February
29. Hosted by sophomores Max
Wiggins and Scott Lessans, this
Goldsoundz was a great blend
of hard and soft tunes. Performances ranged from “Anyone
Else but You” by The Moldy
Peaches to “What I Got” by
Sublime to “Mr. PC” by John
Coltrane all the way to a set
of Led Zeppelin classsics. The
Led Zeppelin set, performed
by Nathan Shulkin ‘09, Jacob
Rosse ‘09, and Jake Irwin ‘08,

contained the most unbelievable
drum solo by Shulkin, in which
he dropped his sticks, and played
with his hands for over two
minutes before joining the rest
of the band to finish the song.
This set list won over even
the toughest of critics. “I was
really impressed by the sheer
variety of musical performances. This was definetly one
of the best Goldsoundz that
I’ve seen,” said music enthusiast Everett Rosenfeld ‘09.
This edition of Goldsoundz
featured many of the new faces on the Park music scene,
including freshmen Cody

Tracey, Oliver Lippman, Julia
Schneiderman and Drew Tildon.
Goldsoundz also had its share
of cultural music, provided by
Vicki Myers on the fiddle, and
the Klezmer band. JV Jazz Ensemble, made up of sophomores
Michael Gold, Geoff Little,
Evan Greenberg, William Schneider, Josh Sacks, and Jake
Mayers, also contributed to the
non-rock portion of the set list.
Though he stayed clothed this
time, music teacher Paul Hulleberg sang an Allman Brothers set,
with musicians Rosse, Shulkin,
and Ethan Rosenberg ‘11. Hulleberg also helped sing “Don’t

Fear the Reaper” by Blue Oyster
Cult, with Jamie Waxter ‘11.
After the intermission, in
which science teacher Dorrie
Bright’s birthday was celebrated,
Wiggins, Quinten Rosborough
‘08, Noah Berman ‘08, and Ben
Guo ‘08 played an abstract improvisational piece featuring a
number of ambient sounds played
over a tribal beat. The piece featured Berman on guitar, Guo
and Wiggins on keyboard, and
Rosborough on a drum-machine.
The night ended with a
nostalgic pop-music set from
Goldsoundz staple The Penetrators. Even though they were

without drummer Andrew Keiser,
the trio of Irwin, Aaron Brant ‘08,
and Ben Goldstein ‘08 rocked
out some top-40 hits with replacement drummer Shulkin ‘09.
Despite the lack of original
compositions, the first Goldsoundz of 2008 was definitely
a success. MCs Wiggins and
Lessans did an excellent job
entertaining the crowd, and as
always, music teacher Doug
Jameson ran the live sound
like the professional that he is.
Goldsoundz was an amazing
display of showmanship and musical ability, and I hope the next
edition will be as entertaining.
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Girls’ Varsity loses heartbreaker in championship
Despite a raucous crowd and solid inside play, the team falls just short of its title hopes
by Sam Cornblath ‘10
Even though the Girls’ Varsity Basketball team lost the
C conference championship
to Baltimore Lutheran 45-39,
there is unanimous agreement
that this year’s team was one of
the best Park has had in a long
time. “This year was the best
team I have ever been part of,”
said Head Coach Kevin Coll.
From the beginning of the
season, the team had a strong
chemistry which was exhibited
both on and off the court. One of
the unique characteristics of this
squad was that “everyone played
a crucial role verses the usual
starting line up,” said senior
forward Claire Ellwanger. Most
basketball teams go three players or so deep into their bench,
only subbing when a starter
needs a break. This year’s team,
however, subbed full teams
of five about halfway through
each quarter, meaning everyone
got substantial, basically even,
playing time. The team motto,
“11 strong,” speaks for itself.
Quarterfinals
The Bruins’ first playoff
match came against St. Timothy’s School during the IAAM C
conference quarterfinals on February 12. “We knew we matched
up well against St. Timothy’s,”
said Coll. St. Timothy’s had
three amazing senior players, but
the Park team was confident they
would be able to completely shut
down all three opposing stars.
Kristen Smith ’10 held St.
Timothy’s leading scorer, Melissa Pearce, scoreless throughout
the game. “She played fantastic
coverage the whole game,” re-

marked Coll. The girls were not
surprised by their 61-35 win over
St. Timothy’s. The team received
13 points from Lucie Weinberg
’10 and seven from both Becka
Althauser ’09 and Rose Coll ‘11.
Semifinals
The girls were also confident
about their semifinal matchup
against Beth Tfiloh on February 14. The team had crushed
the Warriors the previous week,
72-37, but knew this game
was going to be tougher; after all, it was the semifinals.
Beth Tfiloh started two very
skilled seniors, who were the
catalysts of their team all season
long. Arielle Vogelstein, one
of the seniors, was determined
not to allow her team to lose
again. “She played like an allstar and kept them in the game
with some incredible shots,” said
Coll. For the most part, Park
kept her in check and felt good
about the defense they played.
However, the game remained
close going into the third quarter.
Leah Gold ‘08 made a crucial
play in the third quarter by taking
a charge as Vogelstein drove to
the basket. Even though this may
have been risky, the whole team
was fired up and channeled their
energy into putting the game
away. Ellwanger and Weinberg
both scored a pair of three pointers as Park pulled away. In the
end, it was a sweet victory for
Park, with a final score of 44-34.
Championship
After making it through the
semifinals, the girls were antsy
with anticipation for the championship, the game which they had
been preparing for all season.
Park was glad to play Baltimore

photo by T. DeMarco ‘08

C. Ellwanger ‘08 shoots a lay-up in the championship game against Baltimore Lutheran.

Lutheran, as the team had beaten
Lutheran on January 28 by 22
points and knew they could play
their game against them. However, they realized that this game,
like all championship games,
was going to be much tougher.
“We were confident in our style
of play, but never felt overconfident,” said Mica Fidler ‘08.
When the game finally arrived
February 17, the girls were ready
for action. “We had a normal
practice because we had reached
a point where we were doing
what we needed to and were
confident about it,” said Smith.
The Bruins played a tough
game with many memorable

moments. One fantastic play
featured sharpshooter Weinberg,
as she responded to a key Lutheran three pointer by scoring
a three pointer herself. “It was
perfectly matched,” said Fidler.
Gold’s commitment shined during this IAAM C conference
Championship. Towards the end
of the game, Gold was knocked
to the ground and sustained a
concussion. Injured and in pain,
Gold was still able to cheer her
team on from the sidelines. Coll
led the team with nine points
and three rebounds, while Smith
had eight points and four steals.
However, the team came up short
in the end, losing by six points.

One of the highlights of the
season was the amazing, supportive, and unforgettable crowd
that cheered on the Bruins during
their postseason run. Coach Coll
mentioned that he felt bowled
over by the noise and that he
had never experienced such an
intense level of love and support. “Although the loss in the
championship was disappointing, it doesn’t detract one bit
from this incredibly magical
year,” said Coll. As the two
teams shook hands, a chant
of “we still love you” echoed
throughout the gym; a fitting end
to an extraordinary season from
an extraordinary group of girls.

Boys’ JV starts 11-0, loses two of last three
Unforced turnovers cost the Bruins a championship banner as they fall in the final to Key School
by Daniel Tsemach ‘10
There were fifteen seconds
left and Park’s undefeated Boys
JV basketball team was down
by eleven points against conference rival Beth Tfiloh. The
visiting Warriors were already
celebrating. Their bench players were simply waiting for that
last second buzzer that would
mark the Bruin’s first conference
defeat. Park did not let up; however, they lost the ball and were
forced to foul again. Park ended
up losing by thirteen points.
The Beth Tfiloh loss marked
the end of the regular season,
but despite the upset, Park was
still sitting atop the C conference standings with home
court advantage throughout the

playoffs. Beth Tfiloh was the
only team to test the Bruins
throughout the regular season,
and the loss, as Captain Jackson
Houbalt stated, “was a fluke.”
He added, “We took our energy
from the loss and used it against
Chapelgate in the playoffs.”
Their reaction to the only defeat
defined their fate in the playoffs.
The Bruins, who finished in
first place, were awarded the
number one seed and a semifinal
game at home against Chaplegate. Captain Bradley Williams
stated, “we came to the gym,
and all that we needed to do
was win.” The game started
off slowly but the second half
was a dramatic turn around for
the team. Williams ‘09 helped
his teammates pull away in the

second half with his phenomenal
three-point shooting. Park managed to outrun Chaplegate who,
despite their highly talented
guards, did not have Park’s heart
and endurance. Park ultimately
won the game 67-60 to advance
to the championship game, which
would also be played at Park.
The Boys JV team hosted the
Key Obezags on the twentieth
of February. During the regular
season Park beat the Obezags on
both occasions by sixteen points.
The team started the championship game on a high note
with consistent scoring from
sophomore Kyle Long. At the
half, the Bruins were leading by
more than ten points. The third
quarter, however, was severely
compromised when Park was

unable to “stick to their bread
and butter” which was “getting
the ball inside” said Long ‘10.
The Bruins who fell behind for
the first time, halfway through
the third quarter. The game
remained close, but unforced
turnovers proved costly when
the Obezags managed to finish
on their fast break opportunities.
Park quickly realized the game
would not be as easy as the last
two meetings. Captian Bradley
Williams ‘09 summarized, “we
slept on them, which allowed
them to get back in the game.”
Until the last few seconds
Park was only down by one,
but Park soon fouled again,
after an aggressive drive by
sophomore point guard Forrest
Carroll resulted in a missed shot.

The Key shooter made both of
his free throws under intense
pressure and constant noise
by the boisterous fans, putting
the Obezags up by three with
less than three seconds to go.
Jackson Houbolt threw up a full
court prayer, but it missed the
hoop and Park suffered a devastating loss to the Key School.
The 2007-2008 boys JV was
one of the most powerful teams
Park has had. They were experienced, mature, and extremely
talented. A few players will
be moving up next year, but
limited varsity spots means the
junior varsity team will return
experienced players. The season was unforgettable with a
nearly impeccable record, but
the Bruins came up a little short.
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Boys’ Varsity basketball falls in doubleovertime semifinals on Eastern Shore
by Andy Marmer ‘08
The Boys’ Varsity Basketball team
was no stranger to thrillers. The Bruins
played in a league-high five overtime
games this year, but familiarity breeds
contempt. Something about the Bruins’
first regular season matchup against Sts.
Peter and Paul was particularly harmful
to the Bruins. The team was up by six
with just 17 seconds left, but the Bruins
let the Sabres back into the game, leading Park to its second overtime loss.
When the two teams met again at Park,
the Bruins were crushed by the Sabres
65-48. It was with these two defeats in
mind that the Bruins headed back to
Easton for the teams’ third meeting in
the league’s semifinal round February 19.
Sts. Peter and Paul had been at the top
of the C conference all year. The Sabres
boasted one of the greatest home court
advantages in the league, playing their
home games in Easton, approximately
60 miles north of Salisbury. According
to mapquest.com, the drive from Park
takes about one and a half hours, covering a distance of 80 miles. The Sabres
were able to parlay their home-court
advantage into a 12-2 conference record and the league’s number one seed.
But after an exciting win on Program
Night, the Bruins were confident heading
into their semifinal matchup. The team
was able to defeat the Beth Tfiloh Warriors 46-45 in front of Park’s first ever
blackout crowd. The game was one of the
most entertaining of the year, as it was a
duel between two of the top teams in the
league. As is often the case when two top
teams play against each other, the game
was not decided until the final buzzer.
The Bruins trailed by three entering the
fourth quarter, but as had been the case all
season, Captain Anthony Kinslow ‘08 and
Karl Nelson ’09 led Park back into the
game. The team eventually took the lead
for good midway through
the last
quarter, and the Bruins were able to seal
the deal at the foul
line, something they
had struggled with
all year. The two
stars combined
with Nathaniel
Colbert-Sangree
‘09 to go five of
six from the free

throw line and to secure a one point victory. Tony DeMarco ’08 stated up what
the victory meant to the team, “The BT
game gave us confidence going into the
playoffs that we can beat a quality team.”
After their initial defeats, the Bruins
knew what they had to do to succeed
against Sts. Peter and Paul. “We had to
keep them off the foul line and force them
to make jump shots,” Kinslow stated before the game. The Sabres had one of the
biggest teams in the league, led by senior
center Gaines Shannahan. Shannahan and
classmate John Mylnarski were two of the
leading scorers in the conference. In order
to win, the Bruins knew that they had to
shut down the Sabres’ sensational duo.
In the locker room, the Bruins felt they
had the perfect game-plan; however, it
didn’t initially convert to the court. The
Bruins managed just two baskets in the
first quarter and trailed 14-5 at the start
of the second. The team then rallied in
the second quarter despite the loss of
Kinslow, who picked up two fouls early
in the first quarter and was therefore kept
on the bench for the rest of the half.
Nelson continued doing what he had
done all year: he put the team on his
shoulders. Combined with clutch threes
by classmates Sean Boone and ColbertSangree, Nelson helped the Bruins cut
their halftime deficit to eight, 26-18.
The Bruins continued to chip away
at the Sabres’ lead into the third, before
regaining the lead early in the fourth.
Kinslow summed the second half up,
“We played great defense, which allowed us to come back. Tony (Demarco)
took a lot of charges, and Kyle (Ottenheimer ’09) stepped up on the offensive
end.” The two teams traded baskets
before a Nelson pull-up jumper with
less than 15 seconds left tied the game.
Sts. Peter and Paul was unable to convert, and the game went into overtime.
A week before, the Bruins thought they
had broken their overtime curse. After dropping their first three
overtime games of the year,
they clinched the playoffs
with an OT win at Chaplegate. With less than
a minute left and a five
point lead, it appeared
that the Bruins were
headed to the championship game. Still, as they
had learned in their previ-

photo by V. DeMarco

Coaches D. Tracy, J. Wolf, and J. Gilden pose with their team before they squared
off against Annapolis Area Christian School on January 15.

ous venture to the Eastern Shore, holding
a five point lead at Sts. Peter and Paul is
no sure thing. Mica Steinmiller hit a layup
for Sts. Peter and Paul as time expired to
send the game into a second overtime.
The second overtime was again
a back and forth affair. The Bruins
held a one point lead near the end
of the game and once again had victory in sight. That’s when the most
deadly Sabre of them all left his mark.
Junior guard John Kaestner, the same
player who hit a three to force overtime
in the teams’ first meeting, nailed a three
pointer with nine seconds left in double
overtime. Off a baseline inbounds play,
Kaestner caught the ball in the corner and
hit the trifecta to give Sts. Peter and Paul
the two point advantage. Still, the Bruins
knew they had a shot. Coach Lobo took a
timeout and instructed Nelson to dribble
as far as he could in the five seconds
and try to hit the lay-up to tie. The play
worked well. Nelson was able to dribble
the length of the court before shooting
a short floater in the lane; unfortunately
the size of Sts. Peter and Paul’s big men
made this a very difficult shot. Nelson
missed, and the Bruins, down by two with
just .4 seconds left, were forced to foul.
Things looked hopeless for the Bruins, when the St. Peter and Paul shooter
stepped to the line. It would seem almost impossible for the team to move
the ball the length of the court and
get off a shot in just .4 seconds. Yet if

the Bruins had learned anything from
their last trip to Easton, it was that
sometimes miracles do happen. The Sabre’s shooter missed the first of his two
foul shots, and little used Park senior
guard, Brett Kaup, entered the game.
After the Sts. Peter and Paul shooter
made his second free-throw, the Bruins
were down three. There was only enough
time on the clock for Kaup to catch the
ball, turn around, and fire from just inside
of half court. Al Michaels once famously
asked, when calling the United States victory over the Soviet Union in hockey in
1980, “Do You Believe in Miracles?” As
Kaup launched the shot from halfcourt,
the Bruins were asking themselves the
same thing. The ball seemed to hang in
the air forever. The shot looked like it
would fall. Front rim. Back rim. Front
rim. No good. Heartbreak. Sabres win.
The Bruins’ season, although full of
heartbreak, was by no means a failure. “It
was disappointing to not reach our goal
of making it to the championship game,”
said Senior Captain Ben Levin, “but we
became a really close group of guys and
came as close to reaching a team’s potential as any team I’ve ever been a part of.”
The team will return four crucial
players next year in Nelson, Boone,
Colbert-Sangree, and Ottenheimer. With
plenty of talent coming up from JV, and
other players ready to step up, next year
could be the season the Bruins regain their
throne as champs of the C conference.

photo by V. DeMarco

Girls’ JV basketball wins lone championship
GIRLS continued from p.1
The girls played four quarters
of cool and confident basketball. Down in the first quarter,
the Bruins did not even blink.
They slowly chipped away at
the Eagles’ lead and kept their
momentum, leading by double
digits at halftime. Guard Liz
Pace ‘11 made her father (Coach

Bill Pace) very proud, as she
scored 23 points to lead the Bruins to a 53-34 victory, but more
importantly, a championship.
As the final seconds ticked
away, the girls glanced at one
another, anticipating the postgame celebrations. Once the
final buzzer sounded, the players
mobbed each other in a frenzy
of pure joy. Coach Pace, whose

birthday was the day of the
game, told the team that it was
one of the best birthday presents he has ever received. “Bill
Pace pushed us to try our best in
practices, and he taught us a lot.”
said Cohen following the victory.
The JV basketball squad exemplified how a winning team
should function. They played
their hardest, they got along well,

and they consistently improved.
Not only did the Bruins win the
championship, but they dominated their opposition in doing
so. Of the Bruins’ 12 conference
wins, 11 were by margins of
at least 10 points, while eight
wins were by margins of at least
20 points. In addition, of the
team’s eight players, six scored
in double digits at least once.

More important than any stat,
though, was that the team was
finally taken seriously, one of
Coach Pace’s goals at the start
of the season. The eight girls
who played on the Junior Varsity basketball team can now
stand a little taller as they walk
through the halls, for they know
that they have made their mark
in Park School sports’ history.
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Sports
Coaches offer team previews for spring season
have built speedy competitive
relay teams and are already
working diligently to fine tune
their speed and excellent technique in baton exchanges.
Unfortunately, Mara Seitel-Mellencamp ‘09 was injured in
winter soccer, so the team will
miss her winning shot put performances. But they’ll try to
pick up the lost points in the
hurdles and sprints.
With meets everyWednesday
starting in April, cheer on Becka
Althauser ‘09, Nicole Ben ‘08,
Lisa Brown ‘09, Oona Butler
‘11, She-Tiel Coley ‘09, Christina Denny ‘08, Anna Kleinsasser
‘09, Melinda Menge ‘11, Emily
Monnett ‘09, Mikella Wickham
’11.

Postscript asked Varsity
spring sport coaches for a
short preview of their teams
in the upcoming season.
Here’s what they have to say:

Boys Lacrosse
by Coach Lucky Mallonee
It will be a classic rebuilding
season for the lacrosse program
this spring. We have 33 young
men who are interested in playing lacrosse, but only 12 of
them are from the junior and
senior classes – the classes that
you build your Varsity program
around. The talent on the team
ranges from legitimate B Conferences All Stars to beginning
JV players. Since we do not have
enough participants to merit
having two teams, we will have
just one big squad and will play
a Varsity schedule. However,
Mr. Diven has scheduled at least
six “B squad” contests that will
allow those players who will
see little or no playing time in
Varsity contests the opportunity to play in “real” games.
The B Conference is a highly
competitive league and we have
been very successful in it the
past 6-7 years. We have been to
the Conference finals for the past
four consecutive years (winning
it all in ’05) and five of the past
six years.
Leading our team are senior
Captains, Jamie Matz and Colin
Smith. Jamie was a 1st team All
Conference player last spring,
and Colin was our leading attackman until an injury ended
his season prematurely. Seniors
Ben Levin, Mike Hess, Eric
Dembert, and Pat McMahon
return from last year’s team and
will be expected to bear the brunt
of the leadership and production
responsibility. Juniors Carlos
Cruz and Nathanial ColbertSangree along with sophomores
Andrew Duberg, Nick Ryugo,
and Arthur Sonnenfeld all played
Varsity last year and will be keys
to our success. Sonnenfeld in
particular has the most important and difficult role. He will
man the nets for us replacing
an All Conference goalie from
last year (Max Struever). Sean
Boone, Lucas Hulleberg, and
Forrest Carroll are newcomers
to the Varsity team but will be

Boys Tennis
by Coach Brandon Travis
Top: Coach Robin Cardin Lowe oversees her team running a loose ball drill. C. Cruz ‘09 picks
up a groundball in a March 10 scrimmage against Lutheran. J. Hettleman ‘10 throws from the set
against Key on March 10. Matt Naiman ‘08 cranks out a serve during practice.

expected to carry a large load.
IF we can stay healthy (and that
has already become an issue
with ankle sprains suffered by
Colbert-Sangree and Matz and
back problems for Smith) and
IF our defense and goalie can
mature quickly, then we could
be in the thick of the fight come
playoff time.

Girls Lacrosse
by Coach Robin Lowe
We return a talented and experienced group of young women
– nine seniors and 11 returning
players from last year’s squad. I
am looking for a balanced offense with Senior Jess Oring
running the group. Jess brings
speed, quickness, and a powerful shot to the table along with
a tenacity to pressure the opponent off a turnover to get the
ball back.
I believe our midfield is as
fast as any team with whom we
will compete. Sophomores Adrienne Tarver and Lucie Weinberg,
matched with the experience and
composure of seniors Val Green
’08 and Leah Gold ‘08 make
for a threatening group. Add
into the mix veteran senior Eve
Rorison and freshman Autum
Cohen, and the level picks up
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another notch.
On the defensive end, we
have an experienced group led
by senior Claire Ellwanger.
Unfortunately, Claire has not
made it out on the field as she
is recovering from an injury incurred during basketball. Along
with Ellwanger, Mica Fidler
’08 and Dawn Lee ’09 will help
guide newcomer Tess Shiras ’09
in “protecting our house”.
Anja Fries, entering her first
year as a varsity player, has
made remarkable strides proving
herself to be a strong net minder.
With a dynamite work ethic and
understanding of the position,
we are hoping she will continue
to acquaint herself quickly with
the varsity position.
The girls have come out to
practice focused, willing to
work, and ready to take risks
and try new things. Our conference is competitive this year,
but with hard-work, heart, skill,
and a little luck, you should see
us playing in the championship
game.

Boys Baseball
by Coach David Sutor
The Park Baseball 2008 season is off to a great start lead
by Senior Captains Rex Gelb

The Park School of Baltimore
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(Catcher) and Tony DeMarco
(SS and pitcher). Joining them
are senior team members David
Narrow and Andy Marmer. Our
seniors will add experience and
leadership as we will battle our
way into the league championship series.
The 2008 squad is built with
some very talented younger
players who will keep Park at
the top of standings for the next
few years. Players to note are
Ben Brewster ’10 and Jonathan
Hettleman ’10, both of whom
will play key roles in the starting pitching rotation as well
as key defensive roles. Joining
our young pitching staff will
be Max Sellman ‘10 and Kyle
Long ‘10.
To add strength to the roster
we have four returning juniors:
Nathan Jones (OF/C), Kyle Ottenheimer (1B), Andrew Keiser
(IF/P), and Eli Hyman (IF/OF).
All four are going to have important roles in our 2008 line up.
Joining our 2008 roster is
freshman Alec Ring. Alec will
give us a strong bat at the plate
plus solid defense for years to
come.
We look forward to seeing you
at our home and away games this
season as the 2008 Bruins make
a run for the MIAA B Conference Championship.

Girls Track
by Coach Kent Walker
With a mighty team of
10, half returning veterans
and half new tracksters, the
team is looking forward to a
great outdoor season. During
the last two years, the Bruins

Everyone will be assuming
that Gilman or McDonough will
win the Individual and Team
MIAA Championships. With a
unified goal and a clear dedication to our hard work, we might
not win the conference title this
year, but we will make sure all
MIAA teams know that Park will
now be competitive.
We do not have any “top
guns,” but we don’t need them to
win. We will be strong and smart
and with a little luck, we will
win matches that we shouldn’t.
Tennis is a team sport with individual results. And with that
premise, we may lose a match
but can come away with a team
win. Our goal is to make the
MIAA Playoffs. After that, all
bets are off!
We had 26 young men tryout
for Park tennis this year. Of
those, 12 are on the Varsity and
13 are on the JV team - a first for
Park tennis. Five freshmen, two
sophomores, three juniors, and
two seniors are on the Varsity
team.

Co-ed Golf
by Coach Mark Moudry
Keep an eye on the Park Varsity Golf Team. After several
years without a team, the ‘07
squad posted a 4-7 record and
made the playoffs, but lost in the
first round to the eventual MIAA
B Conference Champions, St.
Vincent Pallotti. The team has
all members returning, as well
as newcomers freshmen Jacob
Hyatt, Oliver Lippman, and junior Jake Rosse. Team leaders,
Sophomore Harrison Macks and
Senior Matt Zwaig, look to take
this team deep into the playoffs.
The first match is March 25 vs.
Friends School at Woodholme
Country Club.
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